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Chairman’s Bit!
At long last the skies appear to be clearing, (both actually and metaphorically) and we have a
timetable from the DfT for the resumption of GA flying again. For those of you who haven't
already marked the dates in bold in your diaries, solo flying can resume from the 29 March
and dual flying from the 12 April. Both dates remain subject to confirmation but all the signs,
(at least as I write this), look positive.
As practically all of us will be out of currency, the logical approach will be to get our
instructors back in the saddle first before dual flying for members can be organised. We
have, of course, been here before, when we had a brief resumption after the first lockdown,
so we all know what we will need to do. In reality it didn't take too long to get everyone back
into the air, so even though it is likely that some of our instructors will prefer to have a dual
flight of their own before instructing again (and they can't do that before 12 April) we can
probably expect member flying and instruction to resume very soon afterwards.
We will keep you all fully informed as matters progress but the expectation is that, when
appropriate, we will look to use the booking system again to manage numbers. Remember
that Covid restrictions remain in place during this period, so we will be limited to the ‘Rule of
Six’ on the field and the number of members an instructor can fly with on any given day will
be restricted, so no one should just turn up in the hope or expectation of a flight.
The clubhouse will remain closed as before and all other measures will remain in force, as set
out in the operating guidance previously issued, (but this will be circulated again nearer the
date for resumption). We do have the carrot dangling before us of all restrictions being lifted
by the 21 June, so hopefully these will all be short term requirements and it won't be too
long before what used to be considered as “normal” returns.
Richard Turpin - Chairman

Postcards from Home!
I’m sure many of you would
like to join me in thanking
Frank Gill for his regular
emails, updates and
photographs, reminding us
that even if we can’t visit
Cock Hill Farm right now, it’s
still there and
holds the promise
of happy flying
hours in the future
when the end of
lockdown season
finally lets us
return. Thanks
Frank! - Ed.

N.B. In the .pdf version of this Newsletter, Internet links are active and can be clicked through - Ed
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Oops!
Meanwhile at the top end of the field, things went
from bad to worse when, after a few drops too
much Christmas sherry, Frank decided it would
be OK to let Stella drive the Tonka.
All hope is not lost however. Richard is thinking
that if we just put the roller over it, people might
not feel the bump.
- Mike Cursons

Quick Mis-Quotes!
“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned
skyward, for there you have been and there you will always long to return.”
- Leonardo da Vinci
We’ve all known this quote since we first climbed into a cockpit, but
would it surprise you to learn that Leonardo da Vinci never said it?
What’s worse is that it’s not even particularly old. And even worse
still, it was written by an American! Apparently, it was created for a
voice-over to accompany an American TV documentary in 1965.
Many thanks to Ged for tracking this revelation down and if
you want to know more details, click on the link on the right. - Ed.

Spot the Difference!

Want to know more?

They say that imitation
is the sincerest form of
flattery. If that’s the
case, the Peregrine
Falcon on the left
should be feeling pretty
good about itself!
And shame on the
makers of the B-2
Stealth Bomber for not
owning up to where
they nicked their ideas
from. They should have
come straight and just
called it the ‘Falcon’ in
the first place. - Ed.
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Resumption of Flying
Pilots, I hope you are all well and managing to keep your sanity during the lockdown.
I just want to take this opportunity to update you all regarding the discussions that have
been going on behind the scenes.
I am sure that most of you will be aware that the DfT issued a “roadmap” for general aviation
recently. I have copied the link below for those who want to read the full document.
The roadmap may be subject to change, but briefly;
Step 1-solo flying allowed from 29th March.
Step 2 (no earlier than 12th April) flight training can resume.
When we recommence, there will still be restrictions in place as before. These include the
“rule of six”, sanitizing between flights, face covering whilst flying dual, areas of the clubhouse
out of bounds etc. but at least it will be a start.
Our plan as before, will be to get all of the instructors current again and then work as quickly
as we can in order to get everyone else back into the air in a sensible and phased manner.
There has been a significant lack of flying, with stop/starts for around 18 months now and
combined with the bad winter of late 2019. Please do not expect a rapid return to solo flying
for some of you. We will get you back ASAP, but your confidence and competence may take
longer to return this time.
We want to get you back into the air safely. Pre-solo training will resume ASAP too.
Please also remember that instructors are not as current as they would normally be. This is
the longest period of non-flying I too have experienced since I started aviating 36 years ago.
We have all been affected.
The instructors will be flying again soon. It is hoped that many can get some form of currency
back in readiness for dual flying being allowed.
The booking system will not be re-opened until we have started to get the most experienced
pilots back into the air first. Please don’t email me with advanced reservation booking
requests. I will not accept them.
We have done this many times before. Let’s hope it’s the last time and we can start on the
path to a more normal operation.
We should be in a better position during this “unlock” compared with previous ones, as quite
a few instructors have received their first vaccination, some may have received both (and
they feel less concerned flying in a confined cockpit with someone). We currently have 8
instructors that are happy to fly dual so far, more than last time. A few others should come
online afterwards, so we should be in good shape in terms of instructor numbers.
MIND-SET
Recognise that however keen you are to fly and however experienced you might be, any layoff will have caused a deterioration of your pilot skills. (Skill Fade). These will be both
handling skills and thought processes. What might have been a simple task when fully
current can become an overwhelming problem when out of practice.
Remember that flying is NOT like riding a bike. Mental capacity will be reduced. Situational
awareness will be compromised. Task saturation will cause mistakes or accidents.
Recognising your own potential shortfalls is the first step
Click Here to see the full DfT Document
to avoiding becoming out of your depth in flight.
I will keep you all updated as we progress.
Thanks for your patience.
Ian Ashton - CFI
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Hypoxia?

In the last issue of the newsletter, I
regaled you with an account of my very
last flight; a beautiful wave flight in
January 2019 from Denbigh in North
Wales. You may recall that after
joyously ‘dancing the skies on laughtersilvered wings’ (thank you Mr Magee) I
came down to earth with a bit of a bump
(or three!) by pulling off a less than
award-winning, tricky, crosswind landing in full view of our illustrious CFI.
Some time later, in an email exchange I was having with Trevor Tutthill, he said something
that gave me considerable pause for thought. He said:
“Did you spend an appreciable time at or above 6,000 feet and were you using oxygen? If the
answers are ‘Yes’ and ‘No’, it could be that oxygen deficiency affected your skill level. The
10,000 feet stuff can be misleading. Above 6,000 feet the amount of oxygen reaching our
brain declines and the longer we are up there the lower it gets. Apparently this is a major
cause of poor landings at wave sites. Our state of health is also a factor and our age”.
I hadn’t really looked at it this way before, but the more I thought about it, the more I was
certain that Trevor had hit on something. Not that I’m looking for excuses for the odd poor
landing. Like most people, I've managed a few over the years. They all taught me
something and I never damaged an aircraft or myself, so I figure I can’t have been that bad.
In fact, the answer to Trevor’s questions was – Yes, I’d spent over 3 hours that day at about
7,000 to 8,000 feet without using oxygen. I also realised that I am now in my 70’s and my
health is far from great. So that’s a triple whammy! In fact I’ve now had to give up my
beloved sport as a result of a chronic lung condition, which means that even when I’m feeling
as good as I get, my measured oxygen saturation level is well below ‘normal’. My age and
failing lungs had crept up on me slowly over the years and although, as a non-smoker, I was
smugly aware of the advice that a smoker should use oxygen above 8,000 feet rather than
10,000 feet, I hadn’t made the leap to realising that this meant that for some years, I should
have probably been thinking about regular oxygen use from lower even than that.
Co-incidentally, the first time I came across my beautiful
Ventus was in Fuentemilanos, when it was being flown
by a previous owner. He'd been for a hot and gruelling
five-hour flight under a Spanish sun, with nearly all of it
between 9,000 and 9,500 feet. He hadn't used oxygen
however, because he'd never climbed above 10,000 feet.
He came in to land on the 1km long tarmac runway,
clutching the flap lever instead of the airbrake. He
consequently over-flew the entire airfield at speed and
landed in a stubble field nearly a mile beyond the end of
the runway. (And, being the Ventus, he would have
gone much further, but the ground gently rose there and
met him as he was flying past!) Missing your reference
point by a mile and a half might indicate a problem! Mild
hypoxia was generally agreed to be the culprit.
At least in Denbigh, I ended up safely where I wanted to
be (and afforded Ian much to chortle about), so nothing
was lost, but if I were to go back there again, I’d now want to bear all this in mind and make
some changes to my future oxygen use. Unfortunately, I won’t be able to gain from this new
insight, but I put it here in the hope that someone else might benefit in the future. Fly safe!
The long runway at Fuentemilanos

- Keith Clarke
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Coming Soon ...

To an S&G near you!

Those of you who subscribe to the BGA’s bi-monthly magazine, ‘Sailplane and Gliding’, will
know that in each edition they feature one of the country’s clubs and their airfield for special
attention. BFGC’s turn has finally come around after 10 years and we will soon be appearing
in the magazine, (hopefully in the April/May or June/July edition). For those of you who
don’t subscribe, I’ve printed below a taste of what will appear. - Ed.

CLUB FOCUS

-

Bowland Forest Gliding Club
BFGC first started flying in the 1950s
and has occupied its present airfield
since 1973. As we own our own site,
have no employed staff and enjoy
CASC status, we can keep members’
fees and flying costs very low.

Our airfield sits at 600ft amsl on the
edge of the Bowland Forest Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, with local
ridges rising to over 1,700ft, providing
us with easy access to excellent hill
soaring in most wind directions. We
also enjoy thermal and wave flying and
have spectacular and extensive views
across the Lancashire plain and coast
to North Wales, the Isle of Man and the
Lake District, as well as our local fells and the Yorkshire three peaks. We have relatively
free airspace to FL65 with a LoA up to FL140 when the wave beckons.
We have a well-drained grass airfield and can fly year round, courtesy of our primary
runway (orientation 30/12) and additional hardened areas along 07 and 30R. However,
in favourable conditions the whole field is available for landing in any direction. Our
grounds maintenance team have plans for further improvements to extend our ability to
fly in difficult conditions.
We generally operate at weekends, Wednesdays and Fridays, although other days can be
added when weather permits. We have a booking system to fly visitors at weekends,
but can also fly small groups on summer evenings, when they can enjoy stunning
cockpit views as the sun sets over the sea.
Our dedicated team of instructors has a wealth of experience and can offer members
small-group aerobatics courses and cross-country training. (Members have flown from
Chipping up to the Lakes and across the Pennines). The club also mounts regular
expeditions to other sites.
We actively seek to attract new members and have introduced an on-line booking
system for instruction, which has proved popular and beneficial to everyone. We can
also offer day courses for faster progression.
We have a large clubhouse with a briefing room, a members’ lounge, a kitchen, bunk
rooms and showers. We also have a club workshop and a large hangar to store club
aircraft and our Skylaunch winch. The club fleet currently comprises four two-seaters
and three single-seaters, so we can cater for all abilities and for flying progression.
We are a friendly club and welcome pilots and visitors from other sites. For more
information and current news, please visit our website.
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Closed and Locked?
Despite my wife’s protestations about jobs in the
house, I’m determined not to waste the lock-down
and continue to watch gliding videos on YouTube.
Prior to writing this, I watched a pilot in France,
having his second solo flight and failing to lock the
brakes before take-off. A safe landing followed and
interestingly, the tug pilot talked him around the
abbreviated circuit.
Like most glider pilots, I have never had my
brakes open during a launch, but plenty have.
I nearly joined that group when, at another site, I closed and locked the brakes (or so I
thought), said, “Brakes closed and locked” and then heard a click and a voice in the back say
“They are now!” I have also prevented brakes opening on the launch, either by the verbal
check when attaching a cable, or shouting a warning when just standing around watching. We
know there are lots of reasons why it happens; haste, distraction, anxiety, “going through
the motions” i.e. reciting the checks without applying them properly. These need to be
guarded against. And of course, chatting to a pilot during checks is a ‘No-No’.
We should also bear in mind that the force needed to go through an over-centre lock can vary
from glider to glider. There is a danger our K13s may accustomise us to the gentle push their
brakes require, which may then fool us into thinking the brakes are locked when in another
type that requires a more vigorous push. The pilot in the video, flying a K13, definitely moved
the brake lever when doing his checks, but hadn’t locked the brakes.
As taught, at the end of the airbrakes’ check, having closed and locked them, I state, “Brakes
closed and locked!” After forty years of doing this, I’ve come to the conclusion that to ensure
the two essential separate actions of closing and locking are carried out, the confirmatory
statements should also be separated. So, having moved the brake handle forward to its full
extent I say, “Brakes closed” and then, after locking them by applying extra pressure and
being sure by the usual indications that the lock has operated, I say, “And locked!” The
process then being completed with a visual check that they are flush with the wings’ surfaces.
Happy gliding!

- Trevor Tutthill

Post Lockdown Travel!
The Basildon Chapter of that
well-known slimming club,
“Weigh-to-Go” had an honour
system for declaring weekly
weight loss over Zoom meetings
throughout the lockdown.
Apparently, they’d all been so
successful that they qualified in
a national competition for the
top prize of a long weekend in
sunny Cyprus as soon as
lockdown ended. Unfortunately,
the organisers made a block
booking of rear seats for the
flight and that was when they
realised someone had been
telling porkies (... and eating
them too apparently!) - Ed.
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Proving Medical Fitness for SPL
The previous BGA rules for medical fitness to glide will continue to
apply until 8th December 2021. (This has been extended beyond the
previous October 2021 date). Until then, you can continue to use your
current method of proving fitness to fly – For solo pilots, either
compliance with DVLA private driver standard (via driving license
possession or self-declaration, if you are under 25), LAPL medical,
Class 2 or other ICAO recognised medical. For instructors – GP
endorsement of Annex B. LAPL medical, Class 2 or other ICAO medical.

From December 2021 – to obtain an SPL
Pre- solo pilots – if you are not yet solo, before your first solo flight, you will need to
obtain either a LAPL or Class 2 medical. If you have no pre-existing medical problems, you
may be able to obtain your LAPL medical from your GP. Otherwise, to obtain a LAPL or Class
2 medical you will need to see an AME (aero-medical examiner). Once the initial LAPL or Class
2 medical expires, you can utilise the CAA Pilot Medical Declaration (PMD) – see below for
more information.
To convert to an SPL – you may use the PMD to confirm your medical fitness. If you are
unable to meet the PMD criteria, you will need either a LAPL, Class 2 or other ICAO medical to
apply for the SPL. This applies to solo pilots AND instructors.
To fly outside the UK. The PMD is a UK CAA declaration and is not recognised outside the
UK. To fly abroad you will need an ICAO recognised medical certificate – usually a Class 2
medical. The UK LAPL medical is not ICAO recognised and will not be accepted.
Pilot Medical Declaration- PMD
The PMD is a declaration that you meet the medical requirements for a Group 1 private
drivers license issued by the DVLA and do not suffer from any physical or mental disqualifying
condition.
It is an offence under the Air Navigation Order, 2016, to make a false declaration. It is the
pilot’s responsibility to ensure that they continue to comply and to withdraw their declaration
if they develop a disqualifying condition.
It can be used by solo pilots, to carry passengers and by instructors.
However, the CAA have modified the PMD and the previous medical standard has been
increased (the sub 2,000kg MTOM category has been removed). If you have previously
made a PMD, you need to check that you still satisfy the current criteria. The BGA,
together with other recreational aviation groups, are pressing the CAA to explain why this has
happened and to have the previous standard reintroduced. If you are unable to make a PMD
under the current standards, you can obtain a LAPL or Class 2 medical from an AME.
Alternatively, you may want to wait and see if the CAA revise their criteria again, continuing
to use the BGA system in the meantime.
The BGA website is in the process of being updated.
Full details are available on the CAA website
(Click on the CAA logo on the right to access the information - Ed.) >>
For anyone requiring individual advice, please contact me via my work
email address:
tracy.hiles@nhs.net or via the BGA office.
- Tracy Ashton - BGA / BFGC Medical Advisor
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UFO!

One fine day, scanning the sky while flying a Piper Tomahawk along the North Sea coast at
2700 ft, what my eyes told me, my brain disputed - I was in loose formation with a flying
saucer!
My leader was over the sea, perhaps half a mile away, just ahead, slightly lower than me and
maintaining the same speed on a parallel track on my right. It was a classic flying saucer; a
simple, elegant, shiny silver-coloured circular disk with a central hemispherical dome. As it
was about light aeroplane size, I thought perhaps it was a one-man (one alien?)
craft. We held formation until, as I started a gentle right turn towards it for
a closer look, it accelerated rapidly away ahead of me while
maintaining height and track.
Then, as I recommenced my scan, all was revealed.
Across the black coaming below the Tomahawk's windscreen
was a line of dome-headed screws seated on washers. All
were black - except one unpainted screw and washer
assembly, (obviously a replacement), the reflection of
which in the windscreen had been the mysterious flying
saucer, which had only altered relative position when I started to turn.
Eyes and brain back in synch, no longer echelon port to "Alien Leader"... and disappointed!
Many thanks to Ged for spotting this and sending it in - Ed.

Cross-Contamination!
In a worrying development, scientists have
registered the first example of a cross-species
infection with an aircraft, when this B-24 Liberator
came down with a nasty case of measles after the
first officer’s 10-year old son had handled the
controls on an airfield visit. The plane has been
ordered to self-isolate for two weeks and is
fortunately expected to make a full recovery - Ed.

Goodies?
If, like me, you thought the Goodies invented the
Trandem in the 1970s, then you’re wrong. They were
merely copying a much older idea.
The aircraft below is one of the world’s first ‘airliners’,
hurriedly converted from a military DH-9 light bomber
at the end of the First World War.

None of your extra leg-room
and flight attendant service in
those days! You were lucky if
you didn’t get frost-bite from
the enhanced ventilation
system! Passports and stiff
upper lips required! - Ed.
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Ged’s Gems!
Long time no land!
The longest time a two seater glider has been airborne without
landing is 71 hours, in Hawaii in 1961.
The longest time for a single seater glider is 56 hours, in an Air
100 in the French Alps in 1956.
I've flown gliders in Hawaii and the French Alps, but the lift
wasn't as good as that! The longest glider flight I've managed
was a mere 7 hours 3 minutes in a Jantar in Australia in 1984.
I once met an Australian who had recorded over 100 hours on a
single page of his gliding logbook, no flight being less than 5 hours.

On 30 October 2020 - his 100th birthday - Harry
Moyer celebrated with a solo flight in his Mooney
M21. He was a fighter pilot in WW2 and had been
actively flying since joining the US Army Air Corps in
1942.

"An examinee's only real objective when taking a check flight is to
get it over with and get rid of the examiner. It doesn't occur to the
examiner that the examinee couldn't care less what the examiner's
opinion of his flying is."
- Thoughts of Chairman Ged

HOT DAWG !
In my enforced lockdown isolation I've been
trying to catch up on some of my reading. In
1979 and 1980 issues of Sport Aviation. (Yes, I
have quite a bit of catching up to do !) I found
details of some interesting first solo events. All
were on 16th birthdays.
For his first EVER solo, Dick Leeward used - wait
for it - a P-51 Mustang ! Later on the same day,
he flew solo in a Piper Cub, a T-6 and a
Stearman.
Janet Halton flew 36 different aircraft solo on her
first solo day - 5 gliders, 30 light aeroplanes and a hot air balloon.
Terry Boehler flew 52 different aircraft solo on his first solo day.
Gerry Blain flew 58 different aircraft solo on his first solo day - 48 single-engined light
aircraft, 5 twin-engined and 5 helicopters, (2 piston-engined and 3 jet-engined). He also
did a parachute jump (presumably not from one of his solo aircraft ...)
ONLY IN AMERICA !
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Scene from Above

Many of you have enjoyed our club expeditions to Portmoak in the past. To whet your appetites for the next one, here is a photo
of the beautiful nearby city of Perth, which always seems to provide a good thermal when you get above it.

Quick Quotes!

The air up there in the clouds is very pure and fine, bracing and delicious. And why
shouldn't it be? - It is the same the angels breathe. - Mark Twain
One of the beautiful things about a single-piloted aircraft is the quality of the social
experience. - Richard S Drury

A Breath of Fresh Air!

In an attempt to meet to the needs
of airmen who suffered from
claustrophobia during World War 2,
the Air Ministry commissioned a
fleet of ‘open-aspect’ warplanes
which allowed these brave but
troubled souls to still play their part
in the war effort and defend their
country. God Save the King!
(Actually, I believe this mock-up
was created to display the seating
positions of gunners and ancillary
aircrew inside the fuselage for an
exhibition). - Ed.
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The Virtual AGM
We will be holding our AGM on Thursday
25th March at 8.00pm. We can't physically
meet, so the meeting will be held virtually
on Zoom. Log in details will be provided
nearer the time and the meeting will start
with a brief explanation of how we will
manage the business in hand, including
voting.
It will clearly be a very different
experience from our usual AGM, but we
fully intend to make sure that everyone
has a chance to have their say as well as
ensuring that we complete our statutory
requirements.
To make things run as smoothly as possible Tony has already issued his Treasurer's report
and the accounts for the last year. The plan is that he can now simply up-date members in
respect of any changes that might have occurred since then. Similarly, I intend to issue the
Chairman's review ahead of the meeting and for the same reasons. Inevitably my review will
be quite different this year. Usually, I compare our launch statistics with previous years and
try to explain any anomalies by reference to weather or field conditions. I won't be doing that
this time! However, I will still update, as best I can, on matters relating to the fleet and field
and set out the challenges that we face going forwards.
There are a small number of items of business that will require approval (or otherwise) by
members, so it is important that as many of you as possible attend the AGM. You will have
seen that the Committee is looking to reserve the right to implement increases to
membership fees in October. Tony has set out the reasoning for that and a number of you
have already commented, which is great. This isn't the place to repeat everything Tony has
said, but please do re-read his notes and think about how long it might be before the club will
generate income, bearing in mind that most of us have accrued significant flying fee credits
and that we have already banked something in the order of 100 voucher sales which will
need to be honoured before we generate additional income.
I recently attended the BGA’s own virtual AGM, when they ran through the corporate
necessities, but did not open the floor to discussion or debate. I don’t think that will work for
us and we need everyone to be involved in discussing our recovery from the last twelve
month’s inactivity, so that we can agree our priorities. We know that we are behind on field
maintenance, despite the welcome efforts of all those who got stuck in when they were able
to in those brief windows last year. Equally, workshop activity has been severely restricted
and there will inevitably be maintenance issues once we are able to use the clubhouse again.
Membership retention and recruitment might be even more important in the coming year as
well. If you have a view on any or all of these matters, we need to hear them at the AGM.
Equally you may find you have a view on some of the opinions expressed in the meeting, so
we need you all to attend so that we can get as full a view as possible from as many of
you as possible.
See you on the 25th!
Richard Turpin - Chairman
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A Year Like No Other!
'It Was The Best Of Years. It Was The Worst Of Years'
2020, an annus horribilis. A year to forget. Or was it perhaps, a year to remember?
As most people know, I have an annual plan for my gliding. I constantly set myself targets, or
as some would say, boxes to tick and I'm the first to admit that some of my targets are less
realistic than others. 2019 ended with my failure to accomplish one of my aims which was to
pass my Bronze. I was tantalisingly close, but just never managed to get the hours in to allow
me to take the exam and complete the training within the time limit. I did though, sit in on
the bronze course when it was run by the Chipping instructors every Saturday morning about
4 years ago and in the meantime, I had done a fair amount of private study.
Over winter 19-20 I joined Burn Gliding Club as a winter member
in an attempt to keep my hours up. I had been flying reciprocal
with them and some other clubs 4 years ago in an attempt to
broaden my experience of different sites, in order to have more
experience later in my gliding career, but I chose Burn as a
second base as I found it had a friendly, helpful membership with
a can-do attitude and they also have a wonderful site; three long
World War II runways, a nice clubhouse, “power-station” lift year-round and the prospect of
wave. They also have a Falke motor glider for XC training, aerotows and field selection trials.
In February I overheard Dave Bell, the then CFI, (now DCFI), mention that some of the
members were doing the Bronze theory course at Rufforth. I asked what was happening and
was told that the course was being run by Keith Batty but had been running for a while. I
rang Keith and he told me it was the last weekend of the course but I was welcome to attend.
Well, I’d been studying, so what was there to lose? I went along on the Saturday only to
discover that the coffee and biscuits were free. I was hooked and turned up on the Sunday
too, but as it was exam day, I had little choice but to sit the exam if I wanted my free biscuits.
By the way, for a suitable fee I can let you know where Keith keeps the best biscuits.
And then the annus horribilis bit struck. Covid became something we heard of and spoke
about on a daily basis and I had to go to my sister's house in Surrey to do a week's bathroom
refit. I thought I could watch the planes from my bedroom window going in and out of
Heathrow, as she only lives 2.5 miles south of the airport's southern runway. Anyway, we all
know what happened next; along with everyone else I ended up locked in, and spent 14
weeks there! They stopped the planes too, so what had been a constant sight around the area
became an event that we noticed and spoke about. Flight Radar 24 was great fun, as we
could see where the planes that did arrive or leave were coming from or going to, but we
were down to about 6 flights a day and every single flight was a talking point. It was also the
time of the first BFGC ‘Virtual Turn and Slip’ Zoom social meetings.
These still continue now and I hope they have helped people to keep
in touch and get through these troubled times.
As we began to come out of lockdown, Chipping remained closed by
the lurgy but Burn found a way to get members safely back in the air.
The CFI and DCFI put a plan together for the yeses, no's and maybes.
I was in the maybe group as I was still little known to them and also
very low on hours. I had a talk with the DCFI and explained that in a
K13 (with which I was most familiar) I could treat a return to the air
as a first solo, with close attention to the ASI, my best lookout and a
safe circuit. Thankfully they decided to give me a chance. What was
the worst that could happen? At the end of the day, it was only a K13.
And me!
I got a few flights under my belt and in July, Chipping managed to
open again. After check flights I was cleared to fly there again too.
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On the 11th of July, I watched Laura set off in her Libelle and disappear into the blue and, as
I sat in the K8 waiting for my launch, I realised that we had a rare thermic day at Chipping
on our hands. I took my launch and got straight into my first of many thermals. I was away
with my best thermal flight ever and in no time at all, my hour was up and I radioed down,
“Was anyone waiting for the glider?” “No” they said, “You can stay up for the moment”. So, I
did - for another 4 hours! Anyway, moving on, I now had enough hours to start my XC
training.
Frustratingly, the Falke at Burn was U/S and had been for many
months, so I booked Motor Glide for the 29th August to do my XC
exam. On 26th August, the Falke at Burn came back online and I
was asked to prepare a practice task to brief the DCFI in preparation
for when I could do my XC exam. I came along on the 27th and did
my practice briefing, which must have been OK, as I was then told
to get in the Falke and we were off. I was, as they say, gobsmacked and wasn't entirely sure I was prepared to actually do it.
We set off for Market Weighton where it was tricky to decide which
roundabout was the waypoint, (learning more about TopHat as we
went) and then a left turn towards York for a transit to East Moor, a
disused airfield north of York. It was impossible to get lost thanks to
doing the Pocklington 2-seater comp in 2019 with Pete Desmond
and John Klunder; that experience was totally invaluable now.
At East Moor my PDA mysteriously failed and I was asked to divert to Rufforth, then
Elvington, then back to Burn. By this time, I'd learnt the form and I already knew the bearing
for home when asked where we were. We
flew back to Burn with the opportunity to
learn some local landmarks for future
reference.
A few days later I got the chance to take
my field selection test and after my
evaluation, I managed to return to the
airfield without a nav-aid after
remembering the landmarks learnt the
week before.
In between all this I'd converted to the Grob 103 at Chipping and gained my Silver height at
Burn. After such a terrible start to the year, where we learnt to fear for our lives and became
utterly reliant on professionals and volunteers to keep us going, this year just went onward
and upward for me as I strove to achieve my personal goals in spite of the pandemic. I've
just been so lucky to have friends around me who have helped and guided me to achieve my
personal aims this year.
I decided it was time to think about buying myself a glider. I saw an advert for an Open
Cirrus at Wormingford, but didn’t like the look of the re-finish when I saw it. Then a very
cheap ASW19 came on GliderPilot.net and I thought it might do for me. It was pretty rough
but it flew like it didn't know it was rough. It turned out that Nusrat had already looked at it
and it wasn't for him and I decided it wasn't for me either. Next there was an ASW20 at
Booker, but did I really want a 20 with flaps to manage? And besides. it was also a little
rough in places.
We mounted a covid secure expedition in two cars to go to look at it and, sure enough, it was
a little rough in places. While we were there, Alastair Mackenzie (an Ass Cat at Burn), who
had come along in a separate car to offer expert advice on type, suggested that we try to
contact the current owner of an ASW19 that used to belong to Mike Walker at Burn, which
currently resides at Dunstable and is for sale. I managed to get the owner on the phone and
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my chauffeur Tony, bless him, set off for the hour's XC drive to Dunstable. This was more
than I expected.
We wheeled the fuselage out and, as predicted by Alastair, it was beautiful. In fact, utterly
gorgeous. It even had an O2 system installed. Anyway, we stood there for a moment and it
was one of those, ‘We're waiting... Why are you waiting?’ moments. “What? You want to see
the wings as well??” Well, yes, we did! So, the wings came out and we rigged it and there
were long chordwise cracks at the inboard ends of both brake-boxes. I looked at Alastair,
Alastair looked at me. We ran hands over the cracks. We sucked teeth. We took photos to
show Ged. We de-rigged and kindly helped him put it back in the trailer with the promise to
let him know the next day.
The following day, I had the phone in my hand, wondering what I was going to say to Alastair.
I wasn't quite sure how, but I was going to tell him that I’d decided to abandon my search for
an ASW19 and to buy the 20 at Booker. After all, Bob used to be a member there, so it must
be all right, no? Just as I was about to dial, the phone rang and it was Alastair calling to
advise me, on consideration, to buy the 20. That kind of settled it - we were buying a 20! (At
this point I should mention that Alastair has had his ASW20 for 20 years and has over 1,300
hours in it. I tried to find an expert but had to put up with what I could find!) Sadly, I had to
ring the ASW19 owner to decline, as I had found a 20 I liked.
I spoke to Tony Platt, who pointed out that the advert did say ONO, so the next problem was
negotiating for it. Alastair had said that, at the price, I should take the owner’s hand off and
at this point Mr Rollover Cursons said “Over to you, Tony.” Suffice to say that BFGC funds are
in safe hands and a deal was struck that came close to embarrassing me. Having said that,
the trailerage at Booker is eye-watering and it may have been cheaper for them to give up
without a fight. I'm not taking anything away from Tony here, but we do get good value at
both Chipping and Burn compared with some of the southern clubs.
Due to the difference in performance between anything I'd flown before and the 20, there
were some understandable concerns about me jumping into a 20. I was lucky enough for Neil
and Marcin to agree to let me have an insurance share in their lovely Astir CS, DDKM to rack
up some launches in a higher performance glider with a retractable undercarriage and it's a
beautiful, well-looked-after example and a joy to fly.
So as our annus horribilis draws to a close I now have a lovely ASW20. I hardly ever dreamt I
would be in this position. I've flown it a few times now and it's a wonderful, beast of a glider,
although my second landing
goes down in the history of the
worst of the bad landings, not
just of 2020 but in the history of
flight!
It's wonderfully coordinated to
fly and the performance
difference as the flaps are lifted
is astonishing. The landing
approach is like having a bunch
of different gliders according to
the day. The manual
recommends landing in Neutral,
Thermal, Landing or “Jesus!”
flaps and each one has a
different approach angle and round-out.
I can only dream of what DEBX and I can do together in 2021. Yes, she/it even has a name.
I'm not a great one for sentimentality or naming toys, but after 2020 I feel just maybe my 20
will be known as Debs. She/it is a 20A, so has the ‘Jesus’ flaps, as mentioned, but they're for
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another day, far in the future, although I have been warned to be in the field before I use
them, as the glide ratio becomes about 4:1 according to anecdotal evidence. A funny aside is
that, if you were to choose to download an ASW20 manual off the Internet, it would likely be
for my glider, build no 20058 and I was also born in 58. I think I might be starting to read
too much into this!
So, we had our winter of despair, we had our season of darkness, but after that came a
spring of hope and hopefully even a season of light. As more vaccines begin to be passed for
general use, maybe we can begin to see a glimmer of light in our futures and possibly an
eventual safe return to our beloved airfields and sport although there remains an enormous
burden on the heroes of the NHS. Personally, I am just incredulous that this season, after the
horrendous things it has done to us as a race, has favoured me as an individual and allowed
me to follow my childhood dream to this extent. For this I am thankful and I acknowledge all
the help and support I have been given by my friends and instructors in this most difficult
year. My most sincere thanks go to all those in BFGC, BGC and YGC who have helped me
achieve my dreams in annus 2020.
And the plan for 2021? I am so looking
forward to getting to know my new toy
better. Alastair has put lots of work into
the Burn XC group and he has created
some local turnpoints for cutting teeth on,
so that’s my first goal. I want to finally get
my 50k under my belt when we can go XC
again and maybe a trip or two? I feel I
have few excuses for the 50k now so,
once again, I’ve put myself under
pressure, haven’t I? -Mike Cursons

A Piece of History
When we think of gliders in World War 2, we
tend to think of Horsas and Hamilcars;
transporters and troop carriers.
At one point however, the Luftwaffe had an
altogether different idea in mind and produced
the Blohm & Voss Bv-40 Glider-fighter.
Imagine if you will, being towed to high
altitude in one of these by an Me 109 and
waiting for a bomber formation to pass
beneath you. You would be lying prone on
your stomach and viewing the world through a
reinforced, bullet-proof windscreen. When the
enemy was sighted below, you were released
from the tug and dived down onto the
formation at high speed, firing on the allied
planes with two 30mm canon, sited under the
wing roots. Scary stuff! Tests showed that
the glider could dive at 250 mph and was
virtually invisible to the bombers until it
opened fire. It could have been a very
effective weapon, but the concept was not
welcomed by High Command and the glider
never saw service. Probably just as well! - Ed
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Life on Mars!

Perseverance Rover finally crested the brow of a nearby ridge this morning and, to the
surprise and delight of NASA scientists, spotted the first indications of sentient life on the red
planet!
Some researchers even went so far as to call it evidence of “civilization”, but they were rightly
cautious and quick to add that, although there were definite signs of organised existence, it
still had to be considered “very primitive”. However, it’s a start. Given time and evolution,
who knows where it all might lead one day? - Ed.

Skyway Code Update

The CAA have just announced publication of the third edition of
‘The Skyway Code’ for 2021. This is essential reading for all GA
pilots and you should be aware of its contents.
Click on the link on the right to view or download a copy. The
link is also available from the club website’s Safety Page - Ed.

Editor’s Endbit
I hope you are all keeping safe and sane during this ‘last’ lockdown and looking forward to
soon getting back to the ‘new normal’. Flying is just around the corner - Hurrah!!
As usual, many thanks to the people who have sent in copy for this edition of the newsletter.
I hope that you’ll all enjoy reading it and that even more people will write in for the June
edition. (Which, incidentally, will mark 10 years that I’ve been editing the newsletter since
my first edition in June 2011). Time obviously flies much more than I do!
The deadline date for the next newsletter will be Sunday, 6th June. As always, you don’t
have to wait until then. Send me your submissions at any time and I’ll keep them safe until
the deadline. Please send all copy to my e-mail address at soaringkeith@gmail.com I’ll
look forward to hearing from you.
Keith Clarke - Editor

